




Notice of the DiscoVERY of ADDITIONAL REMAIJ>s { LAND ANIMALs 

in the CoAL-MEASURES of the SouTH JoGGINs, N>vA Scoru. By 

J. W. DAwsoN, LL.D., F.G.S., Principal of McGll College. 

IN the long range of rapidly wasting cliffs at th South J oggins, 
every successive year exposes now examples of ered; trees and other 
fossils; and, as the removal of the fallen debris is equally rapid 
with the wasting of the cliff, it is only by repeatd visits that the 
geologist can thoroughly appreciate the richness of this remarkable 
section, while e"l'ery renewed exploration is certair to be rewarded 
by now facts and spetimens. The present notio is intended to 
record the gleanings obtained in my last visit, in comexion with the 
presentation to the Society of a suite of specimms of the fossil 
Reptiles and other land-animals of the locality, whidl I desire to do
posit in the Museum of the Society, that they m:y be more fully 
studied by comparative anatomists, and may remai; as types of the 
species, ncccssiblc to British geologists. 

In the bed which has hitherto alone afforded rc1tilian remains in 
its erect trees, two additional examples of those wee exposed. One 
was on the beach, and in part removed by the sea. The other was 
in the cliff, but so far disengaged that a miner succ€dcd in bringing 
it down for me. In the first comparatively littl• was found. It 
afforded only a few shells of Pupa velusta, and scatercd bones of a 
full-grown individual of Dendrerpeton Acadianum. 

The second tree was more richly stored; and, lcing in situ, was 
very instructive as to the mode of occurrence of th remains. Like 
all the other trees in which reptilian bones have beet found, it sprang 
immediately from the su.rface of the six-inch coal in Group XV. of 
my section ll:·, which is also Coal No.l5 of Sir W. K l:,ogan's section t. 
Its diameter at the base was 2 feet, and its height 6 llet, above which, 
however, an appearance of additional height was gven by the usual 
funnel-shaped sinking of the overlying beds towardthc cavity of the 
trunk. The bark is well preserved in the state ofbitnminous coal, 
and presents externally a longitudinally wrinkle( surface without 
ribs or loaf-scars ; but within, on the "ligneous' surface, or that 
of the irmer bark, there are broad flat ribs and trunwersely elongated 
scars. The appearances are precisely those which night be expected 
on an old trunk of my Sigillaria Brownii, to whicl species this tree 
may have very well bclonged:j:. 

The contents of the trunk correspond with thos of others prr
viously found. At the bottom is the usual layer of mineral charcoal, 
consisting of the fallen wood and bark of the tr•e itself. Above 
this, about 2 feet of its height arc filled with a ·onfused mass of 
vegetable fragments, consisting of Oordaites, Le1idodendron, Ulo

denclrolt, Lepidostrobus, Oalamites, Trigonocarpum, >tipes and fronds 
of Ferns, and mineral charcoal; the whole imbcddcc in a sandy paste 
blackened by coaly matter. In and at the top of this mass occur 
the animal remains. The remainder of the trunkis occupied with 

* Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. ix. p. 58, and vol.x. p. 20. 
t Reports of Geol. Surrey of Canada, 184-5. 
~ Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. No. 68. p. 523. 
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grey and buff sandstone, containing a few fragments of plants, but 
no remains of animals. 

Portions of six reptilian skeletons were obtained from this trunk. 
The most important of these is a large and nearly complete skeleton 
of Denclre1'Peton Acaclianum-by far the most perfect example, as I 
suppose, of any carboniferous reptile hitherto found. I shall not 
attempt to describe this specimen, and the new points of structure 
which it illustrates; but I send the specimen itself, in the hope that its 
details may be examined and described by the eminent naturalist by 
whom the species was originally named and characterized. Another 
specimen found in tllis trunk is a jaw of an animal about the size of 
Dendre17_Jeton Acadianum, but with fewer and larger teeth. I send 
this specimen, which may possibly indicate a new species. The re
maining skeletons were imperfect, and belonged to a small individual 
of Dend1·e1peton Acadianwn, two of HylonomttS Lyelli, and one of 
Hylonomus Wymani. The dislocated condition of these and other 
skeletons is probably clue to the circumstance that, when they were 
introduced, the matter filling the trunk was a loose mass of fragments, 
into the crevices of which the bones dropped, on decay of the soft 
parts. Most of the skeletons lie at the sidfls of the tnmk, as if the 
animals had before death crept close to the walls of their prison. At 
the time when the reptiles were introduced, the hollow trunk must 
have been a pit 4 feet in depth. 

A number of specimens of Pupa vetusta and Xylobitts Si[Jillarire 
were found, but nothing throwing further light on these species. 

I found in this trunk, for the first time, indications of the presence 
of Insects. The remains observed were disjointed and crushed frag
ments, and as they did not include wings or clytra, I cannot give 
any decided opinion as to the orders to which they may have belonged. 
The most probable conjecture would be that they were Neuroptem or 
Orthopte1·ct of large size. The most interesting fragment obtained is 
a compotmd eye, imbeclded in coprolitic matter, along with obscure 
portions of limbs and abdominal segments. Its facets arc perfectly 
preserved, and arc lined with a brownish bituminous matter, simu
lating the original pigment. These remains are at least sufficient 
to prove that in No1a Rcotia, as in Europe, Insects inhabited the 
coal-forests, and that they furnished a portion of the food of Den
d,·erpeton or its allies. I may mention here that in other coprolites 
quantities of segments of X.vlobius occur, and that there are some 
little groups of bones of very small reptiles, which arc probably co
prolitic. 

The beds on a level with the top of this erect tree are arenaceous 
sandstones, with numerous erect Galamites. I searched the surfaces 
of these beds in vain for bones or footprints of the Reptiles which 
must have traversed them, and which, but for the hollow erect trees, 
would apparently ha1c left no trace of their existence. On a surface 
of similar character, no feet higher, and separated by three coals 
with their a<'companiments, and a very thick compact sandstone, I 
observed a seri<'s of footprints which may be those of Denclre17_Jeton or 
Hylonomus. The impressions are too obsclll'e to show the toes di-
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stinctly. They are half an inch in length, with a stride of about 2 
inches. On neighbouring layers were pits resembling rain-marks, 
and trails or impressions of a kind which I have not before observed. 
They consist of rows of transverse depressions, about an inch in 
length and t of an inch in breadth. Each trail consists of two of 
these rows running parallel to each other, and about 6 inches apart. 
Their direction curves abruptly, and they sometimes cross each other. 
From their position they were probably produced by a land or 
freshwater animal-possibly a largo Crustacean or gigantic Annclide 
or Myriapod. In size and general appearance they slightly resemble 
the curious mimactichnites of Sir W. E. Logan, from the Potsdam 
Handstone of Canada. 

I have long looked in vain for remains of land-animals in any other 
s1tuation than the erect trees of the bed above referred to ; but on 
my last visit I was much gratified by finding shells of Pupa vetusta 
in a bed 1217 feet holow the former, in the upper part of No. 8 of 
my section, or about 15 foot below Coal No. 37 of Logan's section. 
The bed in question is a grey and greyjsh-blue under-clay, full of 
Stigmarian rootlots, though without any coal or erect trees at its 
surface. It is 7 feet thick, with sandstone above and below. 'l'he 
:,bells occur very abundantly in a thickness of about two inches. 
They have been imbedded entire; but most of them have been crushed 
and flattened by pressure. They occur in all stages of growth; but 
the most careful examination did not enable me to detect any new 
species. With them were a few fragments of bone, probably repti
lian. This discovery establishes the existence of Pupa vetusta in this 
locality during the deposition of twenty-one coal-seams, and the 
growth and burial of at least twenty forests; and from the occur
rence of numerous specimens at both extremes of this range, without 
any other species, it would seem as if, for this locality at least, this 
was the only representative of the shell-bearing Pulmonates. 

1 append a list of the specimens forwarded to the Museum of the 
Society, and which, with those formerly sent, constitute a complete 
eolloction of the air-breathing animals hitherto recognized in the 
Coal-measures of Nova Seotia. 

List of specimens of Reptiles, 4·c., f1·om the (}oal-formcttion of Nova 
Scotia, accompanying this pape1·. 

l. Ilylonomus Lyelli. A nearly complete skeleton, and the maxillary 
bone and teeth of another specimen. 

~. H. aciedentatus. Maxillary bone, vortebrre, ribs, scales, and foot. 
:~. 11. Wymani. Lower jaw, vertebrm and other bones, and scaleR . 
.f. Jaw of a Heptile, supposed to be new . 
. ). Skin and dermal plates of Hylonomus. 
6. Dcncb·erpeton Acadianum, Owcn. A nearly complete skeleton. 
7. Pupa vetusta*. From a bed 1217 feet below that in which the 

species was originally recognized. 

* I observe that Profesgor Owen proposes the name "JJcndropupa" (' Pala~on
lolog) ,' 1860, p. 79) ; but I have reta.ined Pupa for the present, not being satisfied 
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that there is any good generic distin~tion; though I admit that the form of the 
aperture suggests the possibility of affinity to Bulimus as well as to Pupa. 

Mr. J. G. Jeffreys, F.G.S., who considers the shell to be a true Pupa, has kindly 
directed my attention to traoos of ridges observable on the columella of one spe
cimen, and which he regarded as corresponding with tho screw-like plates in the 
young of Pupa umbilicata and P. 1·ingens. This appearance I have observed in 
specimens now in my possession; and at one time I supposed that I had made 
out a distinct tooth; but, not finding this in other and less compressed indivi
duals, I concluded that it was an effect of pressure; in which, however, I may 
have been mistaken, as Jl,fr. J elfreys states that these processes have no connection 
with the teeth in adult specimens, and that even the toothless variety of P. umbili
cata is furnished with them. 

fFrom the QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF THE GEOLOGICAL SoCIETY for 
February lR62.] 






